2001 bmw x5 aftermarket radio

I cover all of this with a good bit of back and forth on the install on xoutpost. Seicane model S
Not a real fan of unboxing stuff people do but I was VERY impressed with the packaging on this
one over the eonons I had bought so here it is. This next part is a warning. Never fails I seem to
always end up getting cut doing installs that require running wires thru the dash. Back to X5
Radio Page. It comes with a big HD touch screen for better visual experience, you can also
mirror link your phone. And more importantly, you will have the latest 3D map navigation
system for your trip. And it only takes less than 2 seconds for sound, 3 seconds for rearview
and 16 seconds for operation. App download: It replaces your factory radio with android based
system of great utility and extendibility. All the navigation information is available, such as the
current location, speed, mileage, landmark building display,3D street view, destination search
and turn-by-turn voice directions, etc. You can also download the latest Google maps app. RDS
is also supported. Bluetooth: It upgrades your car with BC8 Bluetooth module for hands-free
calls and music streaming. With ringtones and voice coming out from the car speakers, you can
dial, receive, reject and mute calls without taking your hands off the steering wheel. Its
phonebook function enables you to search for contacts directly on the big screen of the head
unit. The capability to stream your favorite music from the Smartphone wirelessly is also
desirable. Besides, this powerful Bluetooth function supports CID as well. File Management:
With file browser, you can open files with the corresponding applications, search files and
manage them. AUX: This function is for audio, video input and output from external devices.
There are built-in dozens of car model setting for steering-wheel function setting. The maximum
capacity is up to 64G. Headrest Function: This unit can support headrest function. It currently
supports android phones and iPhone. Car DVR: The DVR function is used for recording the
whole process of traffic accidents, taking photos for front of vehicles and storing the video in
real-time while driving. Backup Camera: It adds a backup camera for automatically switching to
the parking image while reversing. The default rearview camera is wired. If you need the
wireless one, please send a note us after placing order. With high-quality sound, it offers more
radio programs over a specific spectrum than analogue FM radio. TPMS: Perfectly connected
with this head unit with simple installation, the TPMS reports real-time tire-pressure information
via a pictogram display or a simple low-pressure warning light to help you save fuel
consumption, extend the tire life, decrease downtime and maintenance and increase
environmental efficiency. The early recognition of the malfunction of tires provided by TPMS
can avoid traffic accidents to improve safety in the whole process of driving. Critical parameter
Working voltage DC The Nest â€” All things crowzâ€¦. Using a plastic interior removal tool or
something similar gently pry out the trim ring from around the head unit. I started beside the
track forward aka to the right button area on mine. It gave the most and popped out nicely. Work
your way around the ring and it will come off easy enough. They are removed by rotating the
handle from one side of the plug to the other. The pictures below show how they work. Just
tuck them down in the dash out of the way. This exposes the factory radio unit and possibly
other modules depending on what options your x5 has. Now place that super long cable they
sent with the radio in the hatch area so you can work with it. Also retrieve one of the two power
connectors that are included. One has round pins which is used for non factory nav installs and
the other is what you see here which is for factory nav installs. So make sure you have this end
for this install and put the other up since we wont be using that other power cable. Both are
labeled as power connectors. We are interest in the male connector aka the one with the 90
degree connector and the plastic tab at the top. Plug the male connector into the connection on
the cable piece we plugged into the factory harness just now. The system would not power on
the amplifier. There was no power coming from the seicane head unit on the wire that should
turn on the amp. So I ran a wire from the seican head unit to the hatch area and spliced it into
the plug they provided. This powered the white wire in the factory harness to turn the amp on
when the radio came on. I will post pics of this tomorrow. The wire I mentioned that you run
from the head unit to back to solve the amp not powering on is hooked to 5 on the seicane head
unit. Its blue with a white stripe I think. I know its blue just not sure on the white stripe part. It is
blue with a white stripe for sure. This will fix the amp problem. Run the long cable provided thru
the middle of the interior to the seicane head unit. Yep right up the middle over the seats and all.
So we know we have a working radio. Next we need to get the backup camera wires, the tv
module wires and the antenna wire into the dash so they come out behind the hole for the radio.
Squeeze the antenna connector on the back of the factory radio module we unplugged that
huge plug from earlier and pull it out. Now plug the factory antenna wire into the extension wire
that came with the radio and run it up front. This for testing too since we will be undoing all of
these wires from the rear hatch area when we run the wires correctly to hide them. Ok now we
have the extension antenna wire, the back up camera wires and the tv module wires all up front
for now along with the main radio cable wires. To get these thru the dash and out the hole the

radio mounts in we need to tape the ends together but you need to stagger them some. Look up
under the dash on the passenger floorboard side and notice that there are two flat tabs sticking
down. One on each side of the plastic cover under the dash. Pry it down on the side towards the
door and you will have access to what we are after. Now I used the gps antenna cable to snake
these wires up because that brass fitting on the end of it had a nice weight to it to help it drop
downward thru the mess in the dash and because it had a long cable. If you do this remember to
not pull to hard on it when snaking the cables up thru the dash. Feed the wires in under the
dash while pulling on the gps antenna wire. Its all I had but worked great. Again its not a strong
cable so be careful with it. Here is where I fed the gps cable into. This pic actually shows the big
cable already pulled thru its hard taking pics constantly when your by yourself doing this stuff.
Next we need to remove the two metal clips from the bottom lip where the bottom screws were
for the factory head unit. The radio kept catching on these when I tried to install it. Now place
the gps antenna on the large metal bar that runs across the inside of the dash. I may move it
later but I stuck it to the top of the bar for now. Then slide the radio into the hole and put the two
screws in the top. One on each side. This is as far as I got before the rain started pouring.
Please excuse the dirt in these pics. I normally keep the X5 vacuumed out and its so dirty during
this because it had been pouring rain and I wanted to get the install done. Mud was being
tracked in like crazy during this. Be careful to keep up with these clips. They like to come off at
the least effort and will get lost if your not careful when your removing the sill trim. Now remove
the felt trim that runs along the lip that was under the plastic trim panel you removed earlier.
This just lifts up and will make the carpet difficult to deal with when running the cables thru.
Now route the cable you have from the head unit under the carpet along the floor at the doors to
the back seat. Make sure you get the cable up under the carpet far enough to not cause a lump
at the edge of the carpet or you wont be able to get the door sills back in place. Once you have
the cable run under the carpet to the back seat area things get tricky. The cable kept turning and
running anywhere but where I needed it to go. My solution was a bit unorthodox but it worked
great. I removed the fm radio antenna off my F pickup and taped it to the end of the cable I
needed to run. At this point you simply pull the antenna mast back out the rear of the vehicle
and it will bring the cables along with it. Next remove the carpeted cover that is the hatch
floorboard. The part that hides your spare tire. Once the cover is out of the way you can remove
the factory radio module. So this part is up to you. The module looks like this when removed.
Like this. Next we need to hide the wires back down like they were from the factory. Which
should look like this. Minus all the hay straw. Put the cover back over the battery area. Then
install the X brace and then put the spare tire back in place. Next put the carpeted cover back in
the floor of the hatch area and put the fuse door back in place. Choose the buttons below to go
to the install sections for the components I have added to the radio such as the tv module,
backup camera, etc. Seicane model S Click the model number to go to their site. Seems
dishonest. So that one is a no go. Next I bought one from amazon. It works but the field of view
is to narrow. I will update this section when I find what I like. Back to X5 Radio Page. Now for the
actual install. First you need to remove the factory head unit. Your left with this view. Now we
need to remove the screws holding the head unit in. There are 4 screws holding the factory
head unit in. Remove these. Now slide the head unit out. Next remove the two plugs from the
bottom of the head unit. Next we move to the hatch area at the back. Then remove the spare tire.
Next remove the metal cross brace that was under the spare tire. I will post pics of this later.
Next remove the plastic cover that was under the cross brace. Remove the large connect from
the factory radio unit like this :. Next we need to plug these two connector together. Its not easy.
Now pickup the long cable they sent. Notice that one end is female and one is male. The reason
for doing this is to make sure everything is going to work. No sense in running the cable under
the carpet and such only to have a dead radio. The Nest â€” All things crowzâ€¦. Many owners
feel a little puzzled on installing the DVD player after buying it. If you are fuzzy with the DSP,we
can look at the detailed pictures at first:. Then pushing our BMW X5 dvd navigation into the
dash. It is simple installation. If your BMW X5 E53 come with CD player and radio in the dash,
but with DSP amplifier if you are not sure about this, please refer to following description , then
you need to modify wires to connect loudspeakers. Then viewing this video will help you know
about the functions about this head unit. There are several ways to confirm if you have D
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SP in your X5. One is to look in the passenger side rear compartment to see if there are dual
sub-woofers installed. If you still have some other questions about the DVD player special for
your car,you can contact us by email or call us directly. The customer service is online from am

to pm. And could you please tell us the model and year of your car? Then we can help you to
check it. Thanks for interested in our product. Then we can check if our unit fit your car ,hope
you could cooperate with us. Looking forward to hearing from you soon. A ver si me pueden
ayudar a elegir la pantalla mas moderna y compatible con el sistema DSP. In order to give you a
fast solution,we suggest you asked our after sales staff for help. I have bmw e53 4. Do i have to
cut the dash to install a double din unit for your product? Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Recent Posts. Recent Comments.

